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style of high school students has been a controversial issue for many

years. The prescribed plain short hair may look tidy, but the

insistence on the hair length below the ear lobe in the case of girl

students, which is fixed at one centimeter or at most two, is quite

unnecessary. Until recently, the Mayor of Tainan had tried to

persuade the Ministry of Education to give the high schoolers the

carte blanche to determine their own hair styles. It is difficult for us to

say if the idea is right or wrong. So far as I am concerned, problems

of the young are not confined to such a small matter as hair style.

what matters is the reinforcement of the students moral

consciousness, the way they should behave, and the like. The length

of their hair or whether they have the right to give it a permanent

wave is relatively unimportant. Cleanness and neatness is what really

matters. There is hardly anything that stays unchanged all the time.

Why doesnt the concerned authority reconsider this hair business?

Maybe the bickerings that sour the relations between the military

instructors and their students will therefore be gone. By the way, to

improve ones appearance is nothing wrong, is it? We all expect to see

a new look of the young. Maybe a change in the concerned

authoritys policy toward the high schoolers hair style will bring this

about. 第二篇： In my opinion the problem of the high schoolers

hair style has been overemphasized. So far as I know, this problem



has been existing for quite a long time and possibly in our country

alone. High school students are supposed to study hard, but it seems

that few care what they really want. I just graduated from high school

this year. While in high school I didnt care much about my hair style,

but whenever the school checked to see if we had had our hair cut I

always felt a little annoyed. If anyone forgot to have his hair cut to the

required standard, he was sure to be reprimanded or even punished.

I hope our high school can show a greater interest in helping students

cultivate their minds than in picking holes in their hair. Once in a

while our society seems to be interested in this problem too, but it is a

pity that the students own view in this matter is rarely consulted. That

is why students often quarrel with their teachers, and this mutual

misunderstanding is often detrimental to the students themselves.

Most high school students do not really care what their hair style is.

what they beef about is perhaps the constant check on their hair

length. Why doesnt the Ministry of Education release high school

students from this particular pressure? No wonder more and more

youngsters in school are inclined to commit offenses. It is time to try

and keep our educational house in order. 第三篇： It is surprising

that high school students hair style should become a controversial

subjects. As a matter of fact, this is not a serious problem, because in

my opinion high school students should not in the first place spend

too much time on hair care. Time is money. The most important

thing for high school students to keep in mind is to do well in school

and be well prepared for the college entrance examinations. Since the

admission rate of college aspirants is low, high school students



should make more of an effort to prepare for it. Furthermore, the

period of restricted hair length is only from junior to senior high

school. if the junior high school students find nothing wrong with

their hair style, why should the senior high school students take

exception to it? So my conclusion is this: though it is right for the

concerned authorities to relax the restrictions imposed on high

schoolers hair style in a reasonable way, the students themselves

should also realize that their hair style is nothing important, that

when they are graduated such restrictions on their hair will

automatically become null and void. Although I am a college student

now, my memory of my high school days is still fresh. As a high

school student I did not care about my hair style. on the contrary, I

was thankful to the uniform hair style because I could thus save

much time as well as money in paying less attention to my hair. In a

word, there is really no need to bother about ones hair, especially if

you are just a student. If ones hair is compared to a tree and ones

period of education to a river, then we can see that the tree will keep

growing new leaves while the river, if it ever flows, will never flow

back. Youth is itself a kind of beauty, an asset, so I dont think a

students hair will in any way detract from this beauty. 第四篇： The

hair style of high school students was once an interesting subject in

the newspaper. Almost all the educators, top-ranking government

officials and teachers said that we high school students should not

pick on the prescribed hair style of ours. According to them, the sole

duty of a students was to study and study and the inner part of the

head was more important than the hair that covers the scalp. Despite



what they said, I still dont like hair style imposed on us high school

students. I isnt beautiful and it is unnatural. It looks like some dry

dark grass on a boy students head and a very small black hat on a girl

students. I am tired of having my hair cut every four weeks, yet I am

obliged to do that because the military instructor so frequently

inspects the hair style of every student. To me hair style is strictly a

personal matter. I like to have my hair a little longer and be spared

the trouble of having it cut every so often. We students labor under

so many rules in school and we are taught to obey all of them. I think

a uniform plain hair style is not necessary at all. Why cant we do as

we like? We are eager to see the time when we are free to choose our

own hair styles in our post-high school days. 100Test 下载频道开通
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